
INVZI MagHub 8-in-1 USB-C Docking Station / Hub for iMac wit Ref: 744252888039
INVZI MagHub 8-in-1 USB-C Docking Station / Hub for iMac with SSD Bay (Gray)

INVZI MagHub 8in1 USB-C docking station / Hub for iMac with SSD pocket (gray).
Are you missing inputs on your iMac? With help comes the INVZI 8in1 Hub! This device is equipped with as many as 8 input ports, which
are perfect for any situation. What's more, it also has an additional SSD enclosure that can hold up to 4T of storage! With its modern and
well-thought-out design, it will also perfectly match your equipment and interior.
 
Many possibilities
The  INVZI  USB-C  Hub is  a  versatile  docking  station  that  offers  up  to  8  different  ways  to  connect  your  devices.  With  USB-C  3.2  Gen2,
USB-C Host, two USB-A 3.2 Hen2 ports and USB-A 3.1 Gen 1, you can easily connect multiple devices to it simultaneously. In addition, the
hub is  equipped with  a  slide-out  SSD slot  and SD/Micro SD card slot  for  fast  data transfer.  Plus,  with  Gigabit  Ethernet,  you can easily
connect your laptop to the network. This is ideal for those who need multiple options for connecting different devices to their iMac.
 
Slide-out SSD enclosure
One of  the standout features of  the INVZI  Hub is  the slide-out  SSD enclosure.  It  supports  NVMe and SATA M.2 drives,  allowing you to
easily expand your laptop's storage space. What's more, it allows you to add additional storage to your iMac up to 4TB, so you can easily
increase the capacity of your desktop computer. It's the perfect solution for people who need a lot of space for their files and documents,
and at the same time appreciate the convenience and ease of connecting devices.
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Modern and thoughtful design
Modern and thoughtful design is one of the main advantages of the INVZI USB-C Hub. The premium aluminum alloy guarantees not only
durability, but also a sleek and modern look that perfectly matches the iMac. The INVZI USB-C Hub is also a plug-and-play device, so it
will be easy to set up and use. This Hub is a functional and aesthetically pleasing addition to your computer.
 
 
ManufacturerINVZIModelMH02CompatibilityiMacMaterialaluminum alloyPortsUSB-C 3.2 Gen3,  USB-C host,  x  2 USB 3.2 Gen1,  USB-A 3.1
Gen1, SSD slide-out, SD/Micro SD, Gigabit EthernetSupported drivesNVMe, SATA M.2Supported external storageUp to 4 TB

Price:

Before: € 136.0011

Now: € 131.00

IT Accessories, Hubs
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